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This slide deck presents the feedback from the questionnaire in three parts:

1) Detailing the feedback from the residents on the key Neighbourhood Plan policy areas which 
will form an important consideration in the construction of the Policies.

2) Issues and concerns which have been raised, but fall outside of the jurisdiction of a 
Neighbourhood Policy document. These issues can be pursued as; community actions or 
general Parish issues.

3) Issues which are already being worked on by the Parish council

The information in the presentation does not represent the full range of responses, for 
more detail please refer to the Consultation Questionnaire report. 

Presentation Structure



Housing Development
Is Additional Housing Development needed?

• 90% believed that the Klondyke development fully meets the future needs of the Village and no 
additional development is required.

• 8% suggested more housing development could be considered

Residents felt that any development policy for Housing should / must:

• Permit infill only and this must be within the settlement boundary.
• Be sympathetic to the surrounding buildings and settings and ‘blend in’.
• Not be permitted in the AONB or SSSI
• The residents specified a preference for detached homes in the follow the hierarchy:

- 3 Bedroom
- 2 bedroom
- Bungalows
Note: Babergh’s Strategic Housing Market Assessment identifies a greater need for 2 bedroom 
homes and the NP plan cannot contradict a specific Local Plan Policy.

• Self build construction will be considered favourably
• Allow for off road parking



Local Heritage Assets
Specific heritage assets within the Village were identified, that are not currently listed, but residents 
felt needed protection and should be added to a heritage asset register:

Heritage Asset Number of ‘Votes’

Walled Field and Water Tower, adjacent to The Street 24

St Mary’s Church Lychgate 16

Bourne Terrace 5

Ostrich Meadows 4

Bourne Cottages 3

The Village 2

Bourne Hill Barn and Adjacent Buildings 1

Bourne Bridge 1

The School in The Street 1

Strand Wall 1

A Heritage Asset assessment team will use the Historic England criteria to assess suitability for inclusion 



Business Development

Is Additional Business Development needed?

• 68% are against further business development in the village
• 25% were unsure
• 7% in favour of further development

The reasons for not wanting further development were:

• The village is already over provided and the negative impact on the character of the village (45%)
• Lack of suitable infrastructure (20%)
• Objection to developing greenfield sites (20%)
• Implications for traffic and road capacity (20%)

Despite a strong response against any further business development, if more business are developed:

• Re-purpose existing buildings, not be of new construction on Greenfield sites.
• Not on Greenfield, but could be considered on Brownfield sites
• The preference was for any new business to employ a small number of people, <10.
• If business are to set up there was a strong preference for agricultural focussed activities, although 

Policies are unable to dictate this.



Transport

Residents identified the following issues that are important transport issues, but cannot be controlled
through planning policies, so should be considered as community actions:

• To ensure that the village is not further divided by development with support given to appropriate 
unification proposals.

• A strong response in favour of designated cycle routes, both for improving routes around the village and to 
other villages. (60%)

• Request for bus transport to be available to and from Ipswich in the evening for both leisure and work.



Design of New Developments

Residents strongly felt that any development in the Parish must:

• Be sympathetic to the surrounding buildings and settings and ‘blend in’.
• Not be disproportionate in size and scale to the existing village?

Additionally, any housing development must include:

• Off road parking should be included in designs (98%)
• Adequate spacing between properties (27 people)
• Adequate garden area 
• Min Room size
• Provision of electrical charge points



Environmental

Noise pollution from a variety of sources has been raised by residents as a concern.

• The NP should include a position on ensuring that ‘developments’ within the village do not increase noise 
pollution and actively seek ways of reducing current noise levels.

Light Pollution

• The current level of Street lighting is felt to be appropriate but the pollution impact from some of the 
established businesses; e.g. Fox’s, Beefeater Pub and the Co-Op HQ have been identified as a problem. A policy 
to limit this in future developments should be included.



Natural Environment

Positive aspect to living in Wherstead Percentage Number

Easy Access to countryside 91.8% 56

Rural Nature with proximities to amenities 90.16% 55

Open Views over filed, woods, AONB 85.25% 53

Historic Setting 60.66 37



Natural Environment
Areas to Protect 

Location / Structure Votes Notes

Walled field and Water Tower 24

Lychgate 16

Wherstead Park 9 This is a listed structure (Grade 2)

Bourne Terrace 5

Ostrich Meadows 4

AONB 4 Has national protection

Stalls Valley 4 SSSI so has national protection

Bourne Cottages 3

Church 2 This is a listed structure (Grade 2*)

Stable Block Clock 2 This is a listed structure (Grade 2)

The Village 2

Bourne Hill Barn & Adj Buildings 1

Stable Block 1 This is a listed structure (Grade 2)

Bourne Bridge 1

Oyster Reach Pub 1

Strand Wall 1

School 1

SSSI 1 SSSI has national protection



General Parish issues raised by residents
(cannot be addressed through Neighbourhood Plan)

• Parking control
- Very significant concern about parking on Bourne Hill.
- Comment about inappropriate parking in the lay by at the end of The Street.
- Parking on The Strand, with a particular reference to Parking on the Pavement.

• Light Pollution from Fox’s, Beefeater pub
• Larger Waste bin / more waste bins, and / on Bourne Bridge or more frequent collection.
• Improved Broadband Speeds
• Ensuring it is safe and easy to cross the A14 slip roads on foot (84%).
• Bus Shelter location and adequacy
• Speeding and Speed Limits on all parts of the Village
• Improvements to public footpaths to increase their accessibility.
• More Waste Bins and Benches along The Strand
• Action to reduce Fly tipping
• Dog Fouling is an issue, more bins?
• Illegal advertising signage.
• Noise Level reduction, multiple causes.



• Cycle Lanes for Leisure 
• Erection of Village sign
• More community events like the art exhibition.
• Reduction in flooding risk from viewing platform, by adding a winter removable gate (Felixstowe)
• Provide flood guidance for homes in danger (information, sandbags, flood alert, guidance)
• Confirmation that the water meadow drainage sluice is being checked annual from the drainage pipe under The 

Strand.

General Parish issues raised by residents
(cannot be addressed through Neighbourhood Plan)



Issues already being Progressed

The Parish Council already have a number of active projects, and it is clear from the responses to the
questions that not all residents are aware of the activity.

It is therefore proposed that the Parish Council communicate an update to the villagers on:

• Quiet Lanes
• HGVs in The Street
• Land to the South of the Concrete Road Homefield.
• Ensuring it is safe and easy to cross the A14 slip roads on foot (84%).
• Flood risk from run off the field behind the homes on The Strand


